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ABSTRACT 
Let G,, be the semigroup of n x n generalized circulant Boolean matrices and 
M(E) a maximal subgroup of G,, where E is an idempotent of C,. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an r-circulant Boolean matrix to be an element of M(E) are 
given. An algorithm to find all the elements of M(E) is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a semigroup. A subgroup M of S is called a maximal subgroup of 
S if it is not properly contained in any other subgroup of S. Clifford and 
Preston proved that a subgroup M of S containing an idempotent E is a 
maximal subgroup of S if and only if M = M(E) and 
M(E)={AESIEA=AE=A,XA=AY=E~~~~~~~X,YES} (1) 
(see [2, pp. 22-231). The purpose of this paper is to characterize the maximal 
subgroup of a class of the semigroup G,,, the semigroup of generalized 
circulant Boolean matrices. Let B, = (0, l} be the 2-element Boolean alge- 
bra. The matrices which we consider in this paper are n x n matrices over B,, 
called Boolean matrices. Let r be a nonnegative integer. An n x n r-circulant 
(generalized circulant) Boolean matrix is an n x n matrix A = (aij) with 
aij E B, in which each row, except the first, is obtained from the preceding row 
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by shifting the elements cyclically r columns to the right, i.e., aij = a,_r, j_r 
for i, j = 0, 1, . . , n - 1, where the indices are reduces to their least nonneg- 
ative remainder modulo n. Let P be an n x n l-circulant with the first row (0, 
1, 0,. . , 0), and Q, an n x n r-circulant with the first row (1, 0, 0, . . , 0). Let 
A be an n x n r-circulant with the first row (ac, a,, . . , a,_,). Then A 
satisfies 
PA = AP’ (2) 
and 
A = Q,(u,I + u,P + uzPZ + -*. +a,-,f’“-‘), (3) 
where I is an n x n identity matrix. Since we only consider the matrices over 
B,, each ui is either 0 or 1. Hence, any n x n r-circulant Boolean matrix A 
can be written in the form 
~=~,(p.h+pj~+ . . . +p.i-1). (4) 
In order to simplify notation, we define the exponent set of A to be 
expt( A) = ( jo, jr, . . , j,_ 1), where A = Q,( Pjo + Pjl + . * . + Pj*- 1). 
Let G, denote the set of all n x n r-circulant Boolean matrices for r = 0, 
1 ,..., n - 1. Clearly, G,, forms a semigroup, called the semigroup of general- 
ized circulant Boolean matrices, under matrix multiplication and using Boolean 
operations for entries of matrices. We now introduce the following notions. 
Let U = {j,, jr,. . , j,_ 1} be the set of nonnegative integers. U(mod n) 
denotes the set {j,, ji, . . . , jt_ 1), where jk is less than n, jk = j, (mod n) for 
k=O, l,..., t - 1. A set U = {j,, j,, . . . , j,_l} of nonnegative integers is 
called an arithmetic progression modulo n with common difference d if the 
elements of U(mod n) constitute an arithmetic progression with the same 
common difference d. We denote (J~~~{i,, i, + d,. . . , i, + (m - l)d), the 
union of e arithmetic progressions with the same common difference d, by 
IJ {ia, iI,***, i,_,, n, d, m}. Let U = {~a, ui,. . ., t~-~}, V = {II,, 
Ul’. . ., ut-1 } be two sets of nonnegative integers with t elements, n a positive 
integer. V is said to be congruent to V modulo n, denoted by V = V (mod n), 
if for each ui E V there exists a uj E V such that ui = uj (mod n) and if for each 
vi E V there exists a uj E V such that ui = uj (mod n). Clearly, the congruence 
relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive (see [l]). Therefore we only 
consider the set (~a, ui, . . . , ut_J in which each integer ui is less than n. Let 
U = {u,, Ul,. . . , us-J, v = {u,, VI,. . . , vt_ 1} be two sets of nonnegative 
integers with s and t elements, respectively. The sum of V and V, denoted by 
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U + V, is defined as the set { uo + ua, uc + ul, . . . , u. + u~_~, q + u,,, u1 + 
Ul,. . . , u1 + l&l,.. ., 24-l + ug, us_1 + Ul,. . .,U,_l + U&l>. 
Montague and Plemmons in [5] dealt with maximal subgroups of the 
semigroup of relations. Kim and Schwarz in [4] gave an explicit description of 
maximal subgroups of the semigroup of circulant Boolean matrices. Chao and 
Zhang in [l] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for an n x n r-circulant 
Boolean matrices of semigroup G,, to be idempotent. Let E = Q,.(Pio + Pi1 
+ *. . +P’t-1) with 0 < i,, i,, . . . ’ , tt_ I Q n - 1 be a y-circulant Boolean 
matrix, and d = (rio, ri,, , . . , ti,_i, n ). Then E is an idempotent if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 
(a) {i,, i,, . . , i,_r} is a union of disjoint sets of some arithmetic progres- 
sions module n with the same common difference d and the same number of 
terms, i.e., 
e-l 
(io, i,,..., i,_l} 5 ,lJ, {j,, j, + d,..., j, + (m - l)d} (mod n), (5) 
and 
(b) d) F2 - r, where F2 = r2 (mod n). (6) 
By Chao and Zhang’s theorem, any idempotent r-circulant Boolean matrix E 
can be written in the form 
e-1 
E = Q, C (pi” + pj,+d + . . . +ph+(m-W). 
u=o 
2. RESULTS 
Chao and Zhang in [l] showed that any n x n 0-circulant Boolean matrix 
E is idempotent. Now we deal with the maximal subgroup G,, containing E. 
THEOREM 1. LetE = Qo(P”” + Pi1 + ..* +Pil-1) be an idempotent O-cir- 
c&ant Boolean matrix. Then the maximal subgroup M(E) of G,, containing E is 
{El. 
Proof. If E = 0, then clearly M(E) = {E}. Therefore assume E f 0. Let 
A = Q,(@ + Pjl + . . . +Pjm-1) be a s-circulant in M(E). Then A # 0, 
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AE = A by (1). Since A = m = Q,(p.k + pA + . . . +pL~)Qo(piO + pi1 
. . . +pkl) = Q,Qo(piO + p4 + . . . +p”*-~) = Qo(piU + piI + . . . +p&~) 
= E, by using PQ, = Q. and QsQo = Qa, we have A = E. Conversely, if 
A = E, then clearly A E M(E). W 
In the following we consider only the maximal subgroup M(E) of G, 
containing an idempotent E = Q,( Pi0 + Pi1 + * * . + Pif+l) with r > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let E = Q, x:“,zi( p’u + Piu+d + . . * +p’~+(~-~)~) be an 
idempotent r-circulant Boolean matrix in G,. Then A = Q,( Pj” + Pjl 
+ - - . + Pjt-1) is an element of the maximal subgroup M(E) of G,, containing E 
if and only if 
s is an invertible integer relative to r and d; (8) 
expt( A) = U {iO, i, ,..., i,_,, n, d, m} + {i}; 
the integer i in (9) satisfies i( r - 1) = 0 (mod d) 
(9) 
(10) 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following lemmas. In [l] a slightly 
modi$ed version of Lemma 1 is shown. 
LEMMA 1 [l, Lemma 2.21. Let i, and i, be two nonnegative integers. Let 
n, d,, dz, be positive integers. Let A, = {il, i, + d,, . . . , i, + (ml - l)d,) and 
A, = {iz, i, + d,, . . . , i, + (m2 - l)d2) be two arithmetic progressions mod- 
ulo n with m,d, = mzd, = n and B, = {il + ud,, i, + ud, + d,, . . . , i, + ud, 
+ (m, - l)d,} for u = 0, 1,. . , m, - 1. Then C = Be U B, U *-a U B,l_l 
is an arithmetic progression modulo n with common difference d = (d,, d,). 
Let A, = {ir, i, + d, ,..., i, + (ml - l)d,} and A, = (0, d, ,..., (m2 - 
l)d,}. Then C is the sum A, + A,. It is easy to see that for general arithmetic 
progressions A, and A, modulo n with common differences d, and d, 
respectively, the sum A, + A, is an arithmetic progression modulo n with 
common differences d = (d,, d2). We can easily extend this result to the sum 
of two unions of some arithmetic progressions modulo n. 
LEMMA 1’. Let 
A, = U {iO, i, ,..., ie,-l, n, d,, ml>, 
A, = (_I {jo,jl~...,j,,-l, n, 4, m,}. 
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Then 
A, + As s U {k,, k,, . . . . k,_,, n, d, m} (mod n), (11) 
where e < e1e2, d = (d,, cl,), and mid, = m2d2 = md = n. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 36, A, = {Z, 14, 26) U (3, 15, 27}, A, = (0, 18) U 
(1, 19). Then 
A, + A, = (2, 14,26,3,15,27,20,32,8,21,33,9,3, 15,27, 
4, 16,28,21, 33, 9, 22, 34, lo} 
= ({2,8, 14,20,26,32) U {3,9, 15,21,27,33j 
U {4,10,16,22,28,34}) (mod n). 
LEMMA 2. Let d be a positive integer, and let r be a positive integer less 
than d. Let r(r - 1) = 0 (mod d). If s,, is the least positive integer such that 
s,,(r - 1) E 0 (mod d), then each integer s which satisfies s( r - 1) = 0 (mod 
d) is a multiple of s,,, i.e., s = qso for some positive integer q, and 
so = (r, d). (12) 
Proof. Since so(r - 1) = 0 (mod d), s,,( r - 1) = kd. Since so is the least 
positive integer such that sO( r - 1) = 0 (mod d), we have (so, k) = 1. Since s 
is an integer such that s( r - 1) = 0 (mod d), we have s(r - 1) = k,d. Since 
skd = ss,(r - 1) = sas(r - 1) = sOkId, we have sk = s,kl. Hence sa divides 
s because (so, k) = 1, i.e., s is a multiple of so. Let d, = (r, d), r = pd,, and 
d = hd,. Then ( p, h) = 1. Since r( r - 1) = md, we have pdI(r - 1) = r(r - 
1) = md = mhd, and p(r - 1) = mh. Since ( p, h) = 1 and p(r - 1) = mh, 
we have m = pm,. Hence phd,(r - 1) = mhd = pm,hd and d,(r - 1) = m,d. 
Since d, satisfies the condition d,(r - 1) = 0 (mod d), we have dl = ts, for 
some integer t. Let so(r - 1) = kd. Then (so, k) = 1 by the definition of so. 
Since mid = dl(r - 1) = ts,(r - 1) = tkd, we have ml = tk. Hence t is a 
common divisor of dl and m,. On the other hand, since (r, r - 1) = 1 and 
r = pd,, we have (d,, r - 1) = 1. Since dl(r - 1) = mid = m,d,h, we have 
r - 1 = ml,, and (d,, m,) = 1 by using (d,, r - 1) = 1. Therefore t = 1, i.e., 
so = d, = (r, d). n 
Let r and d be two positive integers. An integer s, 0 < s c d, is called an 
invertible integer relative to r and d if there exists an integer s’ such that 
ss’ = r (mod d) and s satisfies s(r - 1) = 0 (mod d). 
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LEMMA 3. Let r and d be two positive integers, s an invertible integer 
relative to r and d, and i an integer such that i(r - 1) = 0 (mod d). Then 
equation sz = i (mod d) has solutions. 
Proof. First we show that for any invertible integer s relative to r and d, 
the equation sx = r (mod d) has solutions if and only if the equation sy 3 sa 
(mod d) has solutions, where s0 = (r, d). Let s = sisa for some positive 
integer si, r = risu, and d = d,so. Then (r-i, d,) = 1. Suppose that the 
equation sx = r (mod d) has solution x0. It is easy to see that x0 satisfies 
equation sixa = r-i (mod d,). Hence we have si x0 = r1 + td,, and (si, 
d,) = 1 because (ri, d,) = 1. It foll ows that there exist integers p and q such 
that ps, + qd, = 1. Again we have (ri - 1)psi + (r-i - l)qd = rl - 1. It 
follows that r-i - (rl - 1) ps, - (rl - l)qd, = r1 - (rl - 1). Noting rl = 
Sl%l - td,, we have s1 x0 - td, - (rl - 1) ps, - (rl - l)qd, = r1 - (rl - 1) 
and sOslxO - s,tdl - (rl - l)ps,si - (r-i - l)qdls, = s0 and sxO - td - 
(rl - 1) ps - (rl - l)qd = sO, i.e., s[ x0 - ( rl - 1) p] = so (mod d). Let y0 
=r ,, - (r-i - 1) p. Then we have sya = s0 (mod d). Conversely, let ya be a 
solution of the equation sy E s,, (mod d). Then clearly, r-i y. is a solution of 
the equation sx = r (mod d). 
Now we show that the equation sz = i (mod d) has solutions. If i = 0, 
then sz = i (mod d) has solution 0. Assume i > 0. Since s is an invertible 
integer relative to r and d, the equation sx = r (mod d) has a solution. It 
follows that there exists an integer y,, such that sy, = s0 (mod d). Since i 
satisfies i(r - 1) = 0 (mod d), we have i = qs, by Lemma 2. Let .z,, = ya9. 
Then sya9 = 9sa (mod d), i.e., z. is a solution of the equation sz = i (mod 
4. n 
LEMMA 4. Let n be a positive integer, r a positive integer such that 
~(7 - 1) = 0 (mod d), and s a positive integer such that s(r - 1) = 0 (mod d). 
rf 
then 
(ho, ti,, . . , ~i,_~, n) = d, (13) 
( si,, sil, . . . , si,_l, n) = pd for some positive integer p, (14) 
where io, i,, . . . , i,_l are positive integers. 
Proof. Let s,, be the least positive integer such that s,,(r - 1) = 0 (mod 
d). By Lemma 2, so = (r, d). Let r = rlso and d = d,s,. Then (r-i, d,) = 1. 
By using the condition (13) we have tiu = m,d for u = 0, 1, . , t - 1. Hence 
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nu = rlsoiu = mudlso. It follows that i, = m:d,, where m, = mLrl. Thus 
sOiu = .somLd, = rnhd for u = 0, 1,. . . , t - 1. This implies that (soi,, 
soi,, . . . , soi,_,, n) = fd for some positive integer f, Since any positive integer 
s which satisfies s(r - 1) = 0 ( mod d) is equal to osO by Lemma 2, each term 
Si, = qsoi, of the set { si,, sir,. . . , ~i,_~} has divisor d for u = 0, 1,. . , t - 1. 
Consequently, since IZ has divisor d, we obtain (si,, sir, . . . , ~i,_~, n) = pd for 
some positive integer p. n 
REMARK. Any set U = {jo, jr,. . , j,_ 1} can be considered as a union of 
some arithmetic progressions modulo n with the same common difference. 
For example, we can consider (ja, jr,. . , j,_,) as a union of t arithmetic 
progressions modulo n with the same common difference n. A set U = {j,, 
j,, . , , j,_,} can be considered as a union of some arithmetic progressions 
module n with the same common difference di in several forms, where each 
di is different. We take the union of some arithmetic progressions module n 
with the smallest common difference d in the final form. For example, let 
n = 16, U = {0, 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13) = (0, 8) U (4, 12} U (1, 9) U (5, 
13) = { 0, 4, 8, 12) U { 1, 5, 9, 13). We take the last union as the final form. 
Also it is easy to see that there exists at least one special arithmetic progres- 
sion in the final form. We cannot combine this special one with some 
arithmetic progressions in the final form so that their union constitutes one 
arithmetic progression with a smaller common difference. Otherwise the first 
union would not be in final form. For example, let n = 16, U = {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 
6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14) = (0, 4, 8, 12) U {l, 5, 9, 13) U (2, 6, 10, 14); then 
{ 1, 5, 9, 13) is the special arithmetic progression with d = 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let U = U {ia, i,, . . , ie_l, n, d, m} and V = IJ {j,, 
j,,..., jel _ 1, n, d,, m,} be two unions of arithmetic progressions mod&o n with 
the same common differences d and d, respectively. Let 1 U(mod n) 1 = 
) V(mod n) ) = me. If 
l(h k,,.. ., k,_l} + U)(mod n)I =JV(mod n)] = me, 
then 
k, - k, = hd 
with some positive integer h for any k,, k,E {k,, k,, . , k,_,}. 
(15) 
(‘6) 
Proof, First we consider the special case e = 1. Let U = (i, i + d, . . . , i 
+ (m - l)d}, V = U Ijo, j17...,je,-1, n, d,, ml>, and 
IU(mod n)I = IV(mod n)I = m. (17) 
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Assume that there exist two integers k,, k, E {k,, k,, . . . , k,_,} such that 
k, - k, = hd + r, 0 < r < d. It is easy to verify that 1 ({k,, k,, . . . , k,_l} + 
{i, i + d,. . . , i + (m - l)d})(mod n) 2 1 {i + k,, i + d + 
k . . . ) i + (m - l)d + k,, i + k,, i + d + k,. . . , i + (m - l)d + 
kL\(modn)I = I{i+k,+hd+r, i+k,+(h+ l)d+r,...,i+ k,+(h 
+ m - l)d + r, i + k,, i + d + k,, . . . , i + (m - l)d + k,}(mod n)I. This 
contradicts the condition (17). Hence, we have k, - k, = hd with some 
integer h for any k,, k, E {k,, k,, . . . , k,_ I}. 
Now assume e > 1. By the remark, we know that there exists a special 
arithmetic progression in V. Without loss of generality assume that {i,, 
i, + d, . . . , i, + (m - l)d) is the special arithmetic progression in V. Hence, 
V = {i,, i, + d, . . . , i, + (m - l)d} U U {iI, i, ,..., i,_,, n, d, m}. Then 
{k,, k,, . . , k,_l} + V = ({k,, k,, . . , k,_,) + {ioT i, + 
d .., i, + (m - l)d}) U ((k,, k,, . . , k,_J + U (il, i,, . . ., i,_,, n, d, 4). 
Assume that there exist k,, k, E {k,, k,, . . , k,_,} such that k, - k, = hd + 
r, 0 < r < d. Then (({k,, k,, . . . , k,_J + U)(mod n) I = I({k,, k,,. . , Ll) 
+ iio, i, + d, . , . , i, + (m - l)d})(mod n) U ((k,, k,, . . . , k,_,} + U (il, 
i,, . . . , i,_,, n, d, m})(mod n) 1 > m + (e - l)m = me. This contradicts the 
condition (15). Hence k, - k, = hd with some positive integer h for any k,, 
k,E (k,, k,, . . . , A,_,). n 
LEMMA 6. Let n, r be positive integers, E = Q,.Czl’,( PiU + PiU+d 
+ * * - + Piu+(m-l)d) be an idempotent Boolean matrix in G,,, where md = n. If 
A=Q,(@o+pA+ .a. + Pa- 1) is an element of the maximal subgroup M(E) 
of G containing E, then 
Ijo> jll . . .,j,_l} = ( U {io, i,,. . .,ie-l, n, d, m} + {i}) (mod n) 
for some integer i. (18) 
Proof. Suppose that the set (j,, jr, . . . , j,_l} = U {ko, k,, . . . , 
k,l_l, n, d,, m,} (mod n). Since A is an element of M(E), by (1) we have 
i 
e,-1 
Q, UFO ( pku + pk”+d, + . . . +pk,+(m,-1%) 
I 
e-l 
= Q, uFo ( P’L + pk,+dl + . . . +pk,+(+%), (19) 
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From (2), we obtain 
. . +p’[k”+(~,-wll ) ! 
+pi,+(m-l)d 
I?, - 1 
= Q, u-o (pku + pku+dl + . . . +pk.+(+P$ (20) 
By the remark, UzL,i{ rkk,, r(k, + d,), . . . , rk,, + (ml - I)&) is a union 
of arithmetic progressions modulo n with the same difference da. It follows 
from Lemma 1’ that u~~~{rk,, r(k, + d,), . . . , r(k, + (ml - l)d,)) + U (ie, 
21.. . . , 2,-i, n, d, m) is a union of arithmetic progressions modulo n with the 
same common difference (d,, d). Due to (20) and Lemma I’, we have 
d, = (d,, d). Hence d, divides d. 
Since A is an element of M(E), by (1) th ere exists a generalized circulant 
Boolean matrix Q, CzLt( Pfu + Pfu+d3 + . * . + Pfu+(m3-1)da) in G, such that 
e2 - 1 
Qt 
j 
uTo ( pfu + pfu+ds + . . . +pfu+@a-Ws) 
I 
. Q, 
( e1-1 
I 
u’. (pku + pku+4 + . . . +pk.+h-W,) 
! 
e-l 
= Q~ ugo (pi* + pi,+d + . . . +ph+(m-l)d). 
(21) 
By the same process, we obtain that d divides d,. Consequently, we have 
d, = d. 
Due to (20), we have 
e, -1 
,&I,, {% r(k, + 4)>...Tr[k, + (ml - 1)4] 1 
+ U {i,, i,, . . , ie_l, n, d, m) 
= U {k,, kl, . . . , k,l_l, n, d,, ml} (mod n). (22) 
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Hence we have 
Ii 
e, - 1 
~~~{rk,,r(k,+d,),...,r[k,+ (ml- 1)4]} 
+ U {i,, i,, . , i,_,, n, d, m) (mod n) 
! I 
=I IJ Ik,,kl,...,k,,_,,n,dl,ml)(modn)l (23) 
and 
1 U {i,,il,...,~,_l, N, d, m}(modn)) 
$1 U {k,, kl,...,k,,-l, n, 4, ml)(modn)l. 
On the other hand, due to (21), we have 
lU{ k,, kl,...Jc,,-1, n, 4, ml}(mod n)I 
~1 U {io, i,,...,i,_,, n, d, m}(modn)l. 
Hence 
1 U {i,, i,,...,i,_,, n, d, m}(modn)) 
=) U ~k,,k,,...,k,_,,n,d,,m,}(modn)I. (24) 
Due to (23), (24), and Lemma 5, we know that any difference r(kU + ad,) - 
r(k, + bd,) of the set U~C~(rkk,, r(k, + d,), . . . , r[k, + (ml - l)d,]} is 
equal to hd (or hd,) for u, w = 0, 1,. . . , el - 1 and a, b = 0, 1,. . , ml - 1. 
It follows from (22) that {j,, j,,. . . ,j,_,) = IJ {k,, k,, . . . , k,,_l, n, d,, 
M,} = (U {io, i,, . . . , ie_l, n, d, m} + (i}) (mod n) for some integer i. n 
Since A z Q, C”,,‘,(p’u + pi”+d + * *. +P’~+(m-l)d) = Qs_d xEli( Pi” + 
Pu i +d+ . . . +P’u+(“-‘)~) for s 2 d, we only consider A = Q,Czz’,(P’” + 
P* i +d+ . . . +pL+(m-W) with s < d. 
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proof of Theorem 2. 
2 hold. Then we have 
Suppose that the conditions (8), (9), (10) in Theorem 
e-l 
m =~,(ph + pA+ . . . +pL1)Qr C (pk + pL+d+ . . . +pi.+(m-lP) 
u=o 
( 
e-l 
= Q, u’. (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d pi 
e-1 
.Q, u'. (pL + pr.+d+ . . . +pi.+(m-l)d 
)I 
e-l 
uso (p% + pr(h+d) + . . . +pr[i.+(m-l)dl 4 
( 
e-1 
.pri us0 (ph + pi,+d + . . . +pL+(m-l)d 
by the condition (9). 
Due to the condition (lo), we have 
e-1 
pri C (pi" + pi.+"+ . . . +pi.+(m-l)d) 
u=o 
e-1 
=pi C (pi" + pk+d+ . . . +pi.+(m-l)d). 
u=o 
Since E = Qr Czl’,( I”” + f’iu+d + * . * +Piu+(m-l)d) is an idempotent r-cir- 
culant Boolean matrix, we have EE = E, i.e., 
e-1 
Q, ugo (pi" + pL+d+ . . . +pL+(m-l)d 
e-l 
.Q, C (pL + pi,+d+ . . . +pi.+(m-l)d 
u=o 
)I 
I 
e-l 
= ~~~ c (p% + pr(C.+d) + . . . +pr[i,+(m-l)dl 
\ u=o ’ 
e-1 
. ugo (pi" + pi,+d + . . . +pi"+(m-l)d) 
e-l 
= Q, “go ( piu + piu+d + . . . +pL+(m-l)d)s 
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Hence we obtain 
e-l 
zo ( p% + pr(L+df + . . . +pf(iv+(m-1)d) 
. 
i 
e-1 
u’. (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d 
)I 
e-l 
= ,L’&o (pk + pL+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d) 
and 
e-l 
m = Q,, ugo (p% + pr(k+d) + . . . +prIi.+(m-I)d]) 
. u& (pk + pi,+d + . . . +pi,+(m-l)d ( 
e-1 
4 
pi 
e-1 
u&” (pi- + ph+d + . . . +pL+(m-l)d pi. 
Again, since s is an invertible integer relative to r and d, we obtain 
AE = A. 
Due to the condition s(8) and (9), we have 
(25) 
e-l 
A = Q, c (p’u + piu+d + . . . +p’.+(m-l)d 
u=o 
i 
e-1 
. Q, ,go ( piti + pL+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d pi 
i 
e-1 
= Q,, u’. (psi, + p4C+d) + . . . +ps[i.+(n-l)dl) 
e-l 
u’. (pL + pi,+d + . . . +pi,+(m-l)d pi. 
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By using Lemma 4, Czl’,( Psi- + Ps(i*+d) + - . * +Ps[iut(m- ‘jd]) is a sum of 
some terms Pqd with q some integer. Hence we obtain 
EA = A. (26) 
Since s is an invertible integer relative to r and d, there exists an integer 
s’ such that ss’ I r (mod d), and there exists an integer j such that sj = i 
(mod d) by Lemma 3, where i satisfies the condition (10). Let B = 
Q,,[CEZk( P’u + P’u+~ + * * - +Piu+(m-l)d)]Pd-j. Hence, by using Lemmas 3 
and 4, we have 
BA = Q,, 
e-l 
uFo (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d) 
- pd-jQ, c (pi= + pL+d + . . . +pi,+(m-1)d pi 
u=o )I 
i 
e-1 
= Q,,, z (psi. + ps(i.+d) + . . . +psli.+(m-WI 
i 
e-1 . uFo (pi” + pL+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d 4 p’-sj 
e-1 
= or ugo (pk + pL+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d) = E, 127) 
Let c = Q,,[~~~~(P’u + PL+d + * * * +p’.+(~-l)d)lp~d-‘~’ with 0 < ad _ is’ 
< d. By using Lemma 4, we have 
e-l 
AC = Q, c (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pb+(m-l)d pi 
u=o 
i 
e-l . Q,, uGo (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d) pad-is I 
i 
e-l = Q,,, ugo (pi” + pi,+d + . . . +pi.+(m-l)d 4 piS’+a-is’ 
= Q, uFo (ph + pL+d + . . . +pi.+(m-W) = E, 
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Combining (25)-(28), we conclude that A is an element of the maximal 
subgroup M(E). 
Conversely, due to Lemma 6 we know that each element A = Q&PA) + 
pi + . . . +Ph-1) of the maximal subgroup M(E) of the semigroup G, con- 
taining E has the following form: 
C-l 
A = Q, c (p’u + pi.+d + . . . +piu+(m-l)d) 
tL=O 
This means that the condition (9) in Theorem 2 holds, 
Since AZ? = Q,[C:l’,( Pi= + Piu+d + * . . + P’“+(,-‘)d)]PiQ,[C~=:( P’u + 
pL+d + . . . +pi,+(m-IId)] = Qsr[~“,~:(pizl + p%+d + . . . +pL+(Tn-l)d)]plr 
and A = Q,[C~Z~(P’~ + Piu+d + . .* +pi~~+O’z-l)d)]pi, we have sr 3 s (mod 
d) and ir E i (mod d) by using (1). In other words, we have 
s(r - 1) E 0 (mod d) and i( r - 1) E 0 (mod d). (29) 
Since A EM(E), there exists B such that 
BA = B. (30) 
Let B = Qs,( pjo + Pjl + . . . + Pjfml). Then 
fjA = Q,,( ph + ph + . . . +pLl) 
u’. (pL + pL+d + . . . +pL+(m-Vd pi 
= Q,,,( psi0 + PSI3 + . . . + pG- i) 
e-1 
. ‘& (pi,, + pi,,+d + . . . +pfff+(m-l)d pi 
and E = Qr I::‘,( P’u + PIu+~ + . * . + P’“*+(‘n-‘)d). Hence, by using (30), we 
have 
ss) E r (mod d). (3’) 
Combining (29) and (31), we obtain the conditions (8) and (10) in Theorem 
2. This proves Theorem 2. n 
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3. ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLE 
Now we present an algorithm for obtaining all the elements of the maximal 
subgroup M(E) of the semigroup G, containing E. 
Let E = Q,~~+~(PL + Pi,+d + . . . +pL+(n-l)d)), 
step 1. Compute all the invertible integers relative to r and d, say sO, 
sr, . . . , Sk- 1. 
Step 2. Compute all inegers i such that i(r - 1) = 0 (mod d), say i,, 
i,, . . . ) i&i. 
Step 3. Form all elements of 
{ i 
e-1 
M(E) = A,, = Q,, ugo(pL + p",+d+ . . . +pL+(m-l)d 
4 
pi,; 
*p=O,l,..., k-l,q=O,l,..., h-l . 
1 
EXAMPLE. Let E = Q2s[(Po + P36 + P7’ + PI”) + (Pg + P4’ + Psl + 
P117)] be a 
Step 1: 
32). 
Step 2: 
16, 20, 24, 
step 3: 
32, i, = 0, 
144 x 144 idempotent 28-circulant Boolean matrix. 
The invertible integers relative to 28 and 36 are (4, 8, 16, 20, 28, 
All integers which satisfy i( r - 1) = 0 (mod 36) are (0, 4, 8, 12, 
28, 32). 
M(E) = {Qs,(C~=oP36” + C;=oPg+36U)Piq; sp = 4, 8, 16, 20, 28, 
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32). 
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